
Production networks, value chains and shifting end markets: implications for sustainability 
 

Short abstract:

Given diverse
understandings of what sustainability is and what it
may constitute across global and regional production
networks and value chains, there is a need to rethink

what the polysemic concept means in terms of tensions, trade-offs and implications for stakeholder
agency and governance.

Long abstract:
What is sustainability and what does it constitute? Value chains and production networks involving diverse actors in and from
the Global North and South, require stakeholders to reconcile and negotiate diverging meanings and understandings of
‘sustainability’. Tensions and trade-offs are thus involved.Sustainability dynamics are further complicated against the
backdrop of rising South-South trade and the emergence of regional production networks and value chains. Crucially, the
contested nature of sustainability not only encompasses the diversity of economic, environmental and social objectives, but
also the question to whom benefits of ‘sustainability’ measures accrue.

Therefore, there is a need to re-think definitions of sustainability, does it reinforce existing asymmetries of power and
agency? What are the key mechanisms that change the landscape of sustainability governance? and how do different
understandings of sustainability re-shape development outcomes in production networks?

The panel welcomes papers on issues including, but not limited to:

- Tensions, trade-offs and synergies relating to stakeholders’ diverging understandings of economic, social and
environmental dimensions of sustainability in value chains and production networks

- The nexus of economic, social and environmental upgrading in value chains and production networks as key modes of
attaining the Sustainable Development Goals

- Alternative forms of sustainability governance: thinking beyond corporate social responsibility and voluntary sustainability
standards

- The relationship between sustainability and agency in production networks and value chains

- The relevance of sustainability discourses to debates relating to labour, human and environmental rights in production
contexts
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Interrogating 'sustainability' in value chains and production networks 
 

An analysis of Women Workers' Agency in the Zambian cut flower industry using the Global Production
Network Framework: Mechanisms and pathways for change  

Discourses of sustainability and ethical tensions in dairy production networks 
 

Sustainable clothing supply network: investigating the stakeholder relationship using social network
analysis   
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Making governance work for sustainable cut-flower value chains 
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Paper short abstract:

Certified ethical and sustainability standards have a low profile within the cut-flower sector in spite of the
many socio-environmental problems embedded within the industry. A range of opportunities and challenges
must be confronted if progressive governance systems are to evolve in the future.

Paper long abstract:
There have been a number of academic outputs and activist reports which have highlighted problematic working
conditions, social challenges and environmental degradation linked to cut-flower production. Global cut-flower value
chains which target northern European supermarkets are unusual in that there is comparatively little application of
standards and certifications compared to other fresh product value chains, which almost routinely require standards such
as GlobalGap and often an ethical certification. However, there is some evidence that stakeholders within cut-flower value
chains are beginning to recognise the need to apply a range of sustainability standards. Identifying effective institutional
governance arrangements through which to drive these standards is a significant challenge but is clearly of critical
importance if the global cut-flower industry's practices are to become more closely aligned with the ideals of a socially just
circular economy and if risks from climate change are to be mitigated.

Drawing upon multi-locale research into cut-flower supply chains, with a specific focus upon South African cut-flowers, the
paper will (i) demonstrate the spaces within which different forms of governance and regulation operate within the cut-
flower sector; (ii) critically evaluate the nature of the gaps that exist in relation to ethical and environmental sustainability
measures; (iii) examine who benefits most from the ethical-sustainability standards that are applied; and (iv) outline the
implications of rising South-South trade. The paper will conclude by reflecting upon the implications for moving 'beyond
audit' within supply chain governance and the contributions such moves can make towards the implementation of truly
sustainable practices.

Do agricultural certification schemes for social sustainability benefit producers and workers in developing
countries? A systematic review  

Governance in global production networks and local sustainability challenges: experiences of
sustainability transitions in cotton garment production in India  
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